ABSTRACT The transcription factor NFkB, a key component of the immune system, shows intricate stimulus-specific temporal dynamics. Those dynamics are thought to play a role in controlling the physiological response to cytokines and pathogens. Biochemical evidence suggests that the NFkB inducing kinase, IKK, a signaling hub onto which many signaling pathways converge, is regulated via a regulatory cycle comprising a poised, an active, and an inactive state. We hypothesize that it operates as a modulator of signal dynamics, actively reshaping the signals generated at the receptor proximal level. Here we show that a regulatory cycle can function in at least three dynamical regimes, tunable by regulating a single kinetic parameter. In particular, the simplest three-state regulatory cycle can generate signals with two well-defined phases, each with distinct coding capabilities in terms of the information they can carry about the stimulus. We also demonstrate that such a kinase cycle can function as a signal categorizer classifying diverse incoming signals into outputs with a limited set of temporal activity profiles. Finally, we discuss the extension of the results to other regulatory motifs that could be understood in terms of the regimes of the three-state cycle.
INTRODUCTION
Cells typically react to changes in their environment by modifying the expression level of specific genes. To mount an appropriate response, the machinery responsible for controlling gene expression must receive information about the nature of the environmental perturbation via intracellular signaling pathways. Signals propagating on these pathways, in a sense, encode this information into their amplitude, duration, or other features. Not every such feature is relevant because some may be filtered out by subsequent signaling nodes or because the effectors of the cellular response that act as decoders themselves may be insensitive to them. To identify those features relevant for a particular pathway, and therefore understand its functioning (and malfunctioning), it is important to characterize the regulatory mechanisms present in terms of their ability to decode, relay, or potentially transform the information contained in the incoming signal.
Kinase IKK is a key regulator of NFkB, a critical mediator of inflammatory and immune responses. IKK is a complex comprising several subunits (1) . The catalytic subunit is activated by phosphorylation of its activation loop. Subsequent phosphorylation in the C-terminal domain significantly reduces its activity (2) by causing a conformational change and disrupting the interaction between the catalytic and regulatory subunits (3) . Further rounds of activation require the kinase to be recycled by dephosphorylation and reformation of the complex. It has been shown that phosphatase PP2A is a positive regulator of IKK activation (4) , thus it has been proposed that it mediates the recycling process, possibly in conjunction with foldase HSP90 (5, 6) . Experiments in our lab using pharmacological inhibitors are consistent with the results reported in the literature (see Fig. S1 in the Supporting Material).
In its minimal form, IKK regulation can be described as a cycle with three states: poised, active, and inactivated, henceforth the three-state cycle. Mathematical models for the NFkB network incorporating the cycle (7, 8) successfully recapitulate NFkB activation in response to the cytokine Tumor Necrosis Factor (TNF). Interestingly, NFkB is activated by dozens of different pathogen and cytokine receptors with distinct temporal activity profiles, supporting the notion that information about those stimuli is, at least in part, encoded in the temporal patterns of NFkB activity that critically depend on IKK's own stimulus-specific activity (9) (10) (11) . Although the origin of these patterns is still unclear, it is apparent that IKK regulation will impact features of the incoming signals that ultimately reach NFkB targets in a manner that remains to be understood. Here, we analyze the minimal three-state control cycle motif in terms of its ability to relay and process dynamic signals. We then examine the specific impact of our findings in the IkB-NFkB signaling module. Finally, we discuss how our findings may apply to other signaling pathways in which, after deactivation, a component must transition through an inactive intermediate state before becoming available for further rounds of activation.
METHODS
Equations 1-3 can be solved analytically giving the expression in Eq. 1 for the temporal (in transformed time units) evolution of IKKa starting from an initial concentration of zero:
Here IKKa SS is the steady-state concentration of active IKK (Eq. 2), K T is (1 þ k 1 0 þ k 3 0 ), and quantities d and a are functions of k 1 0 and k 3 0 (Eqs. S10-S11 in the Supporting Material). Note that the input strength (parameter s) is incorporated into k 1 0 :
The surfaces in Fig. 1 C were calculated using Eq. 2 for the steady state.
For the maximum amplitude, we solved numerically the system of differential equations using a square-step function of amplitude 1 as input. The value of k 2 was set to 1 and k 1 and k 3 varied as indicated in the figure.
The integration was performed for eight time units (k 2 units), sufficient to drive the cycle sufficiently close to steady state. The solutions for IKKa were interpolated to a time grid (0.01 time intervals) and the maximum amplitude determined from the interpolated values. The cross-sections in Fig. 2 were generated directly from the plots in Fig. 1 (for the lower row, the values were normalized to each k 3 0 -specific maximum value). The EC 50 values were determined analytically for the steady state (see Eq. S16 in the Supporting Material) and numerically for the peak (see Fig. S3 ). For this last quantity, we numerically solved Eq. 1 for the k 1 0 value that generated an IKKa concentration equal to 50% of the total. All numerical computations were performed with the package MATHEMATICA Ver. 7 (Wolfram Research, Urbana, IL).
The activation lag in Fig. 3 A was calculated numerically: for a given k 1 0 and k 3 0 , we solved for the time t at which the cycle reached the threshold for the first time when stimulated with a square-step input. The termination delay (Fig. 3 C) was calculated using IKK tp determined from Eq. 1, in combination with the expression for IKKa decay in Eq. S22 in the Supporting Material. The full duration dose response, the cross-sections, and the corresponding time courses were generated by numerically solving the ordinary differential equation system as before (for k 2 ¼ 1 and k 1 and k 3 as indicated) except that square pulses of the indicated duration were used as input. We determined the times at which the concentration of IKKa crossed the threshold by interpolating the solution to a fine temporal grid as described above. A similar simulation approach was used to generate the heat maps in Fig. 4 . The response of the cycle to repeated stimulation scenarios (Fig. 5 ) was investigated by numerically integrating Eqs. 1-3 using a train of square pulses of saturating amplitude (k 1 ¼ 10 2 , k 2 ¼ 1, and k 3 as indicated) and duration equal to 5 (in transformed time units). The time between pulses was varied as indicated. The critical relaxation time was calculated using Eq. S24 in the Supporting Material. 
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The model of the NFkB has been taken from Werner et al. (9) . As in the original publication, on each simulation the models were numerically integrated (as described above) with a basal IKK activity corresponding to 1% of the total to allow for equilibration and subsequently the numerical inputs were applied to modulate IKK activity. The time axis for the collection of IKK output curves was rescaled to reflect the timescales relevant for the NFkB network, as indicated. To calculate the mutual information between input-IKK and IKK-NFkB signals, we classified each set of curves into amplitude bins and determined the information content (distribution of the input/ output curves among their respective amplitude bins, equivalent to entropy) as well as the joint entropy (distribution of output curves given an input bin): 
The correlation between the duration at the various levels in the cascade (see Fig. S7 ) was calculated by determining the time at which the simulated time courses crossed the indicated thresholds.
RESULTS
The three-state cycle can operate in three different regimes
In its simplest form, the control cycle motif has three states connected by three processes:
1. Activation by an upstream effector; 2. Deactivation into a refractory state; and 
Here, [IKK] , [IKKa] , and [IKKi] represent the concentration of the poised, active, and inactive forms of the kinase, respectively. The parameter s is the strength of the stimulus. We assume conservation of the total concentration of IKK during the relevant timescales. By rewriting the equations in terms of a transformed time k 2 t (setting the time units to k 2 ) and constants k 1 0 ¼ s k 1 /k 2 and k 3 0 ¼ k 3 /k 2 , the explicit dependence on the parameter k 2 is eliminated and the system can be analyzed in a two-dimensional space (k 1 0 ,k 3 0 ) without loss of generality (see the Supporting Material for details). In the remaining, k 1 0 , k 3 0 , and time will refer to the transformed quantities, unless indicated otherwise.
Typically, in the absence of upstream signaling (or in the presence of weak basal activity), most molecules are resting in a poised state. Upon stimulation, the concentration of the active form (the output of the cycle) increases and information about upstream activity is relayed to downstream targets. Depending on the kinetic parameters, the output may remain high or adapt to lower levels. In general, in response to longlasting stimuli, the dynamics of the three-state cycle can be classified according to the stimulus-dependent steady-state level and the maximum amplitude of the transient into three major dynamic regimes (strongly adaptive, semiadaptive, and monotonic; see Eqs. S8, S13, and S14 in the Supporting Material, and see Fig. 1 , B and C, main text), plus a weak activation limit. When k 1 0 << 1, maximum activation (either transient or steady state)~k 1 0 (see the Supporting Material) and a very small fraction of IKK is activated. This is the weak activation limit (13) in which depletion of the substrate is negligible, and thus replenishing by the recycling reaction becomes irrelevant for activation. In this limit, the three-state cycle and a two-state switch become equivalent.
Beyond the weak activation limit, in the limiting case of infinitely fast recycling, stimulation causes the concentration of the active form to increase monotonically to its equilibrium level and the dynamics of the system resemble those of a simple reversible process such as the two-state phosphorylation-dephosphorylation switch prevalent in signaling cascades (13, 14) . In this limit, the cycle behaves as a push-button switch, relaying a signal for as long as there is upstream activity and shutting down (albeit potentially slowly) when that activity subsides. This is the monotonic regime. The opposite limit occurs when recycling is not present and the refractory form becomes a sink from which active molecules cannot be regenerated. In this limit, after initial activation, the concentration of the active form decays to zero as the molecules are sequestered in the refractory state. This kind of regulation has been documented in yeast and mammalian signaling networks (15, 16) . This is the strongly adaptive regime. The introduction of a recycling reaction allows the module to respond in a semiadaptive manner with a transient accumulation of the active form that subsequently settles at a potentially reduced steady-state level. This is the semiadaptive regime.
The operational regime of a cycle is determined by the relative rates of the reactions ( (see Eqs. S8 and S15 in the Supporting Material) whereas maximum amplitude is determined almost exclusively by k 1 0 (see Eq. S14 in the Supporting Material). The region with k 3 0 [ 1 and k 1 0 R 1 corresponds to the monotonic regime with high steady-state levels and little or no transient overshoot (a rigorous derivation is presented in the Supporting Material). The region with k 3 0 << 1 and k 1 0 R 1 corresponds to the strongly adaptive regime with elevated transient peaks but very low steady-state activity levels. Finally, the region with k 3 0~1 and k 1 0 > 1 corresponds to the semiadaptive regime, with both significant transient overshoots and sizable steady-state levels.
In summary, the three-state cycle exhibits three characteristic dynamical regimes that are bounded by the extremes of the two-state and irreversible switches. Because, for a given signal strength (k 1 0 ), the actual regime is mainly determined by the relative speed of the recycling process (k 3 0 ), the cycle represents a simple yet flexible motif that could be tuned to produce transient or sustained outputs in a tissue-or cellstate-specific manner through the regulation of the enzymes responsible for recycling.
Distinct amplitude dose-response behavior by early and late phases
The cycle's ability to generate signals with two distinguishable phases (early and late) suggests the possibility that one or the other may preferentially transfer information about the stimulus. A critical piece of information about a stimulus is often its intensity; therefore, we first analyzed the ability of the three-state cycle motif to transfer information about the amplitude of the incoming signal. For this, we first examined the dose-responses of the maximum and steady-state parts of the cycle response. Cross-sections of the amplitude surfaces in Fig. 1 C along the k 1 0 axis (proportional to stimulus amplitude s) for slow, intermediate, and fast recycling (k 3 0 ¼ 10 À2,0,2 , corresponding to strongly adaptive, semiadaptive, and monotonic regimes) show that the dose-responsive range, understood as the range of input amplitudes for which the system generates a dose-dependent response, is very similar for the three regimes (Fig. 2 A) . Consistent with this observation, it is possible to show analytically that at sufficiently high stimulus levels the cycle asymptotically approximates complete activation (IKKa~1) regardless of the regime, but in a transient or sustained manner depending on the regime.
The dose-dependency of the maximum and steady-state phases of the cycle response can be characterized in terms of their EC 50 PEAK and EC 50 SS values (Fig. 2 B) , defined as the levels of k 1 0 that cause 50% of the saturated response (peak maximum or steady-state respectively) at fixed k 3 0 values (see Eq. S16 in the Supporting Material). For k 3 0 [ 1, both quantities coincide because maximum activation in monotonic regimes occurs upon reaching steady state. However, in semiadaptive and adaptive regimes, EC 50 PEAK is larger than EC 50 SS . This shift, already apparent in the cross sections of Fig. 2 A, indicates that the late phase of the response in those regimes is not only weaker, but also saturates at lower input doses than the transient peak. These results suggest that due to a wider dynamic range (in absolute protein terms), the early phase is better suited than the late phase to transfer information about the amplitude of the stimulus. We also observed that in adaptive regimes, the integral of the output is also well suited for carrying amplitude information. This is because although the amplitude of the output depends on the input amplitude, the duration of the bulk of the output is constrained by the adaptive process. The more significant the adaptation, the lesser the contribution of the adapted IKKa level to the integral, and the better it reflects input amplitude in a manner that is independent of the input duration (see Fig. S5 ).
Distinct duration dose-response behavior by early and late phases
Information about extracellular stimulus may also be encoded in the duration of intracellular signals. To investigate the cycle's ability to transfer duration information, we studied its response to square input pulses of different durations (Fig. 3 A) . The duration dose-response relationship (i.e., the relationship between the duration of the IKK output and that of the input) was calculated by defining the duration of the output as the period of time for which the level of active IKK remains over an arbitrary signaling threshold (1/x for x > 1) (Fig. 3 B) . The faithfulness with which the IKK cycle's output duration tracks input duration is limited by three dynamical effects:
1. A lag between input initiation and the moment IKKa reaches the threshold; 2. A delay between input termination (tp) and the moment IKKa decays below the threshold; and 3. The possibility that IKKa adapts below the threshold before the input terminates.
The first effect, the lag (d ti ) between input initiation and the moment the output reaches the threshold, is more pronounced at low input amplitudes or for thresholds requiring substantive IKK activation (Fig. 3 B and (Fig. 3 B, left panel) (Fig. 3 B, right panel) . For low thresholds, the lag is independent of the regime but at higher thresholds, it becomes marginally longer for adaptive cycles. For a given input amplitude and threshold, the lag equals the minimum pulse duration capable of generating an output of nonzero duration (region I in Fig. 3 B) . Output signals may fail to reach the threshold because the input amplitude is insufficient (dose-limited, region II), or because the pulse does not last long enough (duration-limited, region III).
The second effect that limits the faithfulness of the duration dose-response relationship, a termination delay, occurs when the level of IKKa (IKKa tp ) is higher than the threshold at the moment (tp) the input terminates. Upon input termination, the output decays exponentially with characteristic time of 1 (k 2 À1 in nontransformed time) and the time it takes it to decay below the threshold introduces a delay (d td ) between input and output termination (see Eq. S22 in the Supporting Material). IKKa tp (and d td ) increases with tp (the duration of the pulse) during the initial phase of the output; it decreases with tp during the adaptation phase; and becomes independent of tp once the output reaches steady state (Fig. 3 C) . Strong input pulses, even if short, produce IKKa tp levels close to unity and the associated delay results in outputs that greatly outlast the input (i.e., temporal amplification). Input signals that terminate during the decaying phase of adaptive responses will see delays that decrease as input duration increases, reflecting the functional dependency of IKKa tp on tp. Finally, for inputs long enough to drive the cycle to steady state (and if IKKa did not adapt below the threshold), IKKa tp becomes the steady-state level IKKa SS . Under these conditions the delay increases with k 1 0 and k 3 0 (see Eq. S23 in the Supporting Material) indicating that for a given k 1 0 , adaptive regimes will track input termination more faithfully. For strongly adaptive (k 3 0 << 1) and semiadaptive regimes outside of the weak activation limit (k 3 0~< 1 < k 1 0 ), the delay is only weakly dependent on stimulus amplitude, and output duration becomes an almost exclusive function of input duration (Fig. 3 C, middle panel) .
The third effect, namely IKKa falling bellow the threshold before the pulse ends, occurs in adaptive regimes when the threshold is set above the stimulus-dependent steady state (but below the early phase peak). In such cases, output duration is decoupled from input duration and depends only on k 1 0 and k 3 0 through their effect on the initial lag and rate of decay.
Together, the three effects described above produce a complex duration dose-response landscape (Fig. 3, D-F) . The temporal amplification effect is most evident in the leftmost part of the cross-sections (Fig. 3 F) . The plateau-like regions originate from decreasing d td values during the decaying phase of the output compensating for longer input signals. These plateau regions constitute blind spots during which semiadaptive cycles lose the ability to relay information about the precise duration of the input signal. The span of the blind spot is determined by the difference between IKKa tp and IKKa SS , which controls the range of pulse duration for which IKKa tp is a decreasing function of tp. Finally, for sufficiently long signals, the output tracks the input with a constant (independent of input duration) delay unless it decays below the threshold during adaptation (horizontal lines in Fig. 3 F) . We note that input duration can be tracked through the integral of the output of a cycle in an amplitudedependent manner only in the monotonic regime. This is because in semi-and adaptive regimes the bulk of the integral is generated by the early phase of the output, which may severely desensitize this metric to subsequent signaling (see Fig. S6 ).
The analysis shows that, at high signaling thresholds, only quasi-monotonic cycles will reliably transfer duration information whereas, at lower thresholds, semiadaptive regimes can as well (beyond the blind spot). The results above reveal three key features of the regulatory cycle: The first is that regardless of the regime, stimulus duration could be greatly amplified by the very early phase of the cycle response in an input-amplitude-dependent manner. The second is that in the semiadaptive and monotonic regimes, the late phase response of a cycle can track stimulus duration accurately except for a delay that depends on the stimulus amplitude, whereas strongly adaptive cycles cannot do so. Finally, for the same k 1 , the delay is smaller and less dependent on the input amplitude in cycles operating semiadaptively. Taken together, these observations point to the semiadaptive regime as best suited for relaying stimulus-duration information in a manner that is less dependent on the stimulus amplitude.
Amplitude-duration interconversion
A signaling module may relay dynamic information by transmitting it faithfully (input amplitude to output amplitude, and duration to duration), or may transform it by encoding input amplitude, for example, as output duration or frequency. To study the potential of the kinase cycle for performing such transformations, we first analyzed the dependency of the output amplitude on the input duration using square pulses as inputs (Fig. 4 A) . It is clear that Biophysical Journal 105(1) 231-241 interconversion between input duration and output amplitude is only possible for very brief input signals that terminate during the initial phase of the response (typically tp < 1 in transformed time units) independently of the regime. The relationship between the maximum amplitude of the output and input duration depends on the amplitude of the input (Fig. 4 B) , which controls the rate of IKKa increase. As shown above, under this stimulation scenario the cycle output can significantly outlast the input signal. The opposite transformation, that is the conversion of input amplitude into response duration, is possible only for a limited range of amplitudes (Fig. 4, C and D) and is controlled by the effect of k 1 0 on the termination delay (d td ) and the initial lag (d ti ) (Fig. 3, B and C) . The nonmonotonic nature of the delay (as a function of k 1 0 ) in adaptive cycles results in a nonmonotonic amplitude-duration relationship in that regime. The width of the initial phase peak also becomes narrower as the amplitude of the stimulus increases, contributing to the nonmonotonic relationship.
The results here suggest that a control cycle motif is good at not conflating amplitude-modulated stimuli from duration-modulated stimuli, and therefore its function is unlikely to be the interconversion of amplitude information into duration or vice versa. However, the fact that the duration of the early phase of the response in adaptive regimes is only weakly dependent on the stimulus amplitude for stimulus of moderate strength (or stronger) and lasting longer than the adaptation time (Fig. 1 D) , suggests a function for the cycle more akin to a categorizer capable of taking a variety of input signals and producing a standardized response.
The three-state cycle response to repeated stimulation and oscillatory signals When operating in monotonic regimes or in the weak activation limit, the cycle behaves like a reversible switch and can track or filter oscillations depending on their frequency and the kinetic parameters (already studied elsewhere (14, 17) ). When operating adaptively or semiadaptively, the response of the cycle to repeated stimulation is severely reduced above a critical frequency, because a large fraction of the molecules are sequestered in the refractory state. In these regimes, the critical frequency is determined by a relaxation time that is a function of k 3 0 (see Eq. S24 in the Supporting Material) (reflecting the fact that this constant controls the decay of the refractory species back to the poised state) and k 1 0 (which sets the amount of IKKi that must decay). For quasi-monotonic regimes (k 3 0 >1, k 1 0 > 1), the relevant relaxation scale is given by k 2 . A consequence of the above is that the late phase of an adaptive cycle's output is insensitive to noise up to very low frequencies (Fig. 5) . Semiadaptive cycles, on the other hand, react to fluctuations asymmetrically, with potentially deep troughs but overshoots limited by the scarcity of poised molecules.
Adaptive or semiadaptive cycles function as categorizers for diverse dynamics of upstream signals
Experimental observations suggest that the regulatory cycle controlling IKK operates in a semiadaptive regime (9, 10) . Its role as a signaling hub linking multiple pathways means that IKK is exposed to a variety of upstream signals with different temporal profiles. To assess the ability of the IKK cycle to transfer information in these more complex stimulation scenarios, we simulated the response of a semiadaptive cycle (k 3 ¼ 0.1, k 2 ¼ 1) to a library of 4200 input profiles (Fig. 6, A and C) inspired by activity observed in signaling networks. Here, simulation time has been rescaled to reflect the timescales relevant for NFkB signaling. The impact of the cycle in the context of NFkB signaling was evaluated by using the IKK output curves as inputs for a previously published model of NFkB regulation (9) that produces temporal profiles of nuclear NFkB (Fig. 6 B) . To quantify the ability to transfer information, we used information content and mutual information (Eqs. 3-5) metrics (reviewed in Rhee et al. (18) and Cover and Thomas (12) ). These and similar metrics have been applied to the study of NFkB and other signaling networks (19, 20) . The metric quantifies how the diversity of the input library is preserved (or lost) at the IKK and NFkB levels. Calculation of mutual information requires the classification of input and output curves into amplitude bins (see Methods) at each time point. Even spread of both input and output curves among the amplitude bins indicates a significant potential for information transfer. A situation when all the output curves collapse into a smaller number of bins reflects a reduced ability to transfer information. The number (and hence size) of bins reflects the uncertainty inherent to the molecular processes affecting the pathway that limit the ability of downstream targets to determine the input amplitude.
Visual inspection suggests that the set of IKK curves are less diverse than the input collection (Fig. 6 C) . The mutual information metric for 8, 4, and 2 bins (equivalent to 3, 2, and 1 bit, respectively) confirms these observations (Fig. 6 D) and further indicates that information is well preserved during the initial phase of the response but significant loss occurs after 30 min (Fig. 6 E) . The metric correctly identifies a period early during the response in which the activity of the cycle stores information about a stimulus that already decayed (temporal amplification effect). The analysis shows that there is little information loss between IKK and NFkB (Fig. 6, D and E) . In fact, the increased levels during the late NFkB response compared to IKK's are artifactual and arise as a consequence of the high sensitivity of the NFkB response to low levels of IKK.
The impact of the cycle on the duration dose response of NFkB is analyzed in Fig. S7 .
DISCUSSION
In this study, we demonstrated that the three-state cycle motif can function in three main operational regimes: monotonic, semiadaptive, and strongly adaptive. An important property of this motif is that, outside of the weak activation limit, the operational regime does not depend on the intensity of the stimulus and is largely determined by the rate of recycling (relative to deactivation). This is in marked contrast with motifs based on negative-feedback loops that, at least in principle, can transition from semiadaptive to quasi-monotonic regimes in response to sufficiently intense stimuli (21) . Thus, a signaling network containing a cycle motif could operate with markedly different yet well-defined dynamics in cells expressing different levels of the enzymes involved in recycling, making this simple motif a very flexible building module. The ability to generate signals with two amplitude levels could allow semiadaptive cycles to function as specificity switches that activate alternative downstream pathways as the signaling event progresses (22, 23) . Moreover, the recycling process itself could be regulated in a cell-state-dependent manner and cause a pathway containing a cycle to produce transient, sustained, or biphasic (i.e., with two distinct phases) signals depending on the cellular context. Because signal dynamics have been shown to be important for controlling the specificity of the response in several systems (9, (24) (25) (26) (27) , it is tempting to speculate that cycles could function to control the specificity of a signal (28, 29) according to the cellular needs.
Our description of a cycle in terms of three single-step reactions may be unrealistic; however, multistep cycles, under simplifying assumptions, produce the same basic behavior (see the Supporting Material). In fact, contemporary understanding of IKK regulation involves several stages of complex formation and dissociation, as well as phosphorylation and ubiquitination (1) (see Fig. S8 A) . Despite the extra layers of complexity, the dynamics of IKK in the multistate cycle may be understood in terms of those of the three-state counterpart (see Fig. S8 , B-E), although the presence of two activating signals and a feedback loop can introduce additional behaviors such as activation delays (see Fig. S8 F) . Our results suggest inhibitor SC-514 (see Fig. S1 ) affects k 3 0 ex vivo, by either promoting recycling or inhibiting the inactivation step. The second scenario is the most likely, given the known function of the drug, which is consistent with the presence of a selfcatalytic step during deactivation (1, 2) .
The results presented here can be extended to systems in which the refractory state is induced by spatial constraints. For example, a transcription factor that, upon activation in the cytoplasm, translocates to the nucleus where it is deactivated, could be represented as a three-state cycle if reactivation requires nuclear export. Such a mechanism is present in a latent manner in the NFkB signaling network, in which negative regulators of the IkB family bind NFkB in the nucleus but cannot be degraded (and release NFkB again) until exported to the cytoplasm (30) . A similar motif is found in the interferon-responsive STAT signaling system (31), where it has been shown that changes in nuclear export rates affect the sensitivity of STAT's activity to cytokine levels (32) . Similarly, receptor recycling upon ligand-induced internalization, as observed for members of the TLR family (33, 34) and others, enables further rounds of activation. Finally, the dissociation of multisubunit signaling complexes after stimulation is prevalent in signaling systems including GPCR-mediated pathways. Reassociation may be required for reactivation of the signal-propagating subunit after the initial load of GTP is hydrolyzed. Depending on the relative rates of activation, hydrolysis (deactivation), and complex formation (recycling), G-protein regulation Biophysical Journal 105(1) 231-241 could operate as a three-state cycle for which the deactivation rate can be regulated by RGS proteins (35) and the recycling rate by arrestins (36) displaying tissue specific expression.
The regime in which the cycle motif operates determines which features of the upstream signals are likely to be meaningful for determining the cellular response. Here we showed that a system operating in a semiadaptive regime tends to transfer both amplitude and duration information relatively unchanged. Specifically, inputs lasting longer than the adaptation characteristic time are transduced by both early and late phases. The phase of the output relevant for signaling depends on the downstream targets responsible for decoding. Amplitude information encoded in the early phase of a cycle operating in an adaptive regime is present only transiently, requiring downstream targets with fast responses. Amplitude information encoded in the late phase could be present for extended periods of time, but because the dynamic range of the cycle response is compressed in terms of IKK activity levels, a more sensitive downstream target is required for extracting the information. Such a sensitive target is likely to be saturated by the early peak and therefore, in those cases, one can assume that the amplitude of the early phase is not relevant for the response.
It is important to emphasize that the early phase of the response is a transient (in the mathematical sense) and therefore its exact temporal profile and associate dose responses are highly dependent on the way the cycle is stimulated. Stimuli that increase gradually may drive the cycle close to quasi-equilibrium and will not produce a transient peak. Furthermore, the amplitude of the early phase in adaptive and semiadaptive regimes also depends on the level of basal activity, as this determines the fraction of molecules in the refractory state that are unavailable for signaling. These characteristics limit the conditions under which the early phase amplitude can function as a carrier of signal input information unless upstream activity is standardized, for example, by always appearing with the same temporal profile. In contrast, late phase activity is a steady-state feature and does not depend on how the input arose.
The cycle's ability to transfer information about the duration of an input signal depends on the regime and on the actual input duration. For inputs lasting beyond the adaptation time, input duration can be transferred as output duration by cycles operating in quasi-monotonic and semiadaptive regimes. Obviously, when operating in a strongly adaptive regime, IKK cannot transfer any information about upstream activity beyond the early phase of the response. Cycles operating in the semiadaptive regime can track input duration more faithfully than a similar monotonic cycle (same k 2 ) because of a shorter termination delay. For inputs that terminate during the cycle's initial activation, the cycle can generate responses that are significantly longer-lived, a phenomenon we referred to as temporal amplification (8) . This is a general phenomenon (37) because, at such short timescales, the dynamics are controlled mainly by activation and deactivation. In this case, the cycle can interconvert between amplitude and duration, but because of the complex interdependence it can be quantitatively meaningful only when upstream activity is always expected to appear at consistent levels (e.g., saturating levels) or with a particular duration. Recently published data indicates the information transmission capacity of the TNF/NFkB signaling pathway in terms of signal amplitude is very limited (19) . Based on our finding that the late phase of IKK signaling is capable of transferring information about duration, it is interesting to speculate that the duration of the late phase could be responsible for conveying additional information that could ultimately drive a significant fraction of the large set of stimulus-specific NFkB-mediated processes.
Oscillatory responses have been observed in a number of signaling pathways, including the NFkB response to the cytokine TNF (38) (39) (40) . In this study, we did not focus on the cycle as a generator of oscillatory signals. It has been shown, however, that in the presence of autocatalytic steps (a condition that may apply for IKK), the cycle can produce oscillatory responses (41) . It is also clear, though, that adaptive and semiadaptive regimes are not well suited for relaying high-amplitude oscillations or fluctuations with period shorter than the recycling timescale. A critical quantity based on the difference between the activation and deactivation timescales has recently been developed for characterizing the response of biological networks to input fluctuations (42) . The metric has been successfully applied to networks containing multiple feedback loops in steady state but the additional timescale introduced by the recycling reaction complicates its application to cycle-like motifs. Given its past success, it would be very useful to expand the metric to account for refractory states and the out-of-equilibrium phase of a response.
Taken together, our findings suggest the hypothesis that target genes, the ultimate recipients of the signal information, that are responsive to transient NFkB will likely distinguish different amplitudes of the NFkB response. However, target genes requiring the second phase of NFkB will be better at distinguishing between different durations of NFkB activity than the actual amplitude. Furthermore, it follows from our results that under some conditions, early and late amplitudes can be affected quasi-independently, which raises interesting possibilities. For example, for a cycle with wild-type parameters k 1 0 ¼ k 3 0 ¼ 10 (quasi-monotonic regime. Fig. 1 C) , a genetic (or pharmacological) perturbation that inhibits recycling 100-fold would bring the system well into the adaptive region, suppressing late-term activity but leaving peak amplitude largely unaffected. Conversely, because of the dose-response shift between the early and late phases of the output (Fig. 2 A) , a perturbation that partially inhibits activation can reduce the amplitude of the early peak with only minor effects on the steady-state level. These Biophysical Journal 105(1) 231-241 effects could be exploited for modifying signals for therapeutic purposes or to manipulate the input in order to explore biophysical processes occurring downstream of the cycle. This possibility is especially interesting in the context of temporal control of signal specificity discussed above. These effects could also be used as a guide to investigate the origin of phenotypes characterized by aberrant signals in networks incorporating cycles or identify the mechanism of action of novel drugs.
CONCLUSIONS
Understanding which dynamic features of a signal are relevant and which ones are superfluous for the physiological response remains a key challenge that has relevance for future diagnostics and drug targeting. Taken together, the results presented here show that the three-state cycle can relay both amplitude and duration information but in a regime-dependent manner. On the one hand, in adaptive regimes, the early transient phase of the response tends to obfuscate duration information but have a larger dynamic range in terms of amplitude; this phase depends critically on the way the stimulus appears and on the stimulation history. On the other hand, the late phase has a much more reduced dynamic range in amplitude, but can track duration more accurately and is not dependent on the stimulation history. Although which features are relevant in a specific biological setting will depend on the capabilities of the downstream targets doing the decoding, our results suggest that in a pathway containing a semiadaptive cycle subject to a sustained input (like in the IKK-NFkB case), the amplitude of the early phase is the primary carrier of information about the amplitude of the stimulus, and the duration of the late phase is the primary carrier of information about its duration.
It must be kept in mind, however, that downstream targets could be optimized to respond in a quantitative manner to the weaker outputs in the adaptive phase and therefore be insensitive to precise amplitude of the early phase (and its dependence on the input history). Operating in a semi-or strongly-adaptive regime, a cycle functions as a modulator transforming a variety of upstream dynamics into a more restricted set of dynamical responses (e.g., turning chronic signals into transient ones) and thus, it can be viewed as a categorizing stage producing signals of consistent duration (early phase), or consistent amplitude (late phase). Overall, the three-state cycle is a functionally flexible regulatory motif able to generate distinct dynamic responses, potentially in a cell-type-or condition-specific manner through the regulation of the recycling enzymes.
SUPPORTING MATERIAL
Twelve subsections and eight figures are available at http://www.biophysj. org/biophysj/supplemental/S0006-3495(13)00569-9.
